Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) are widely used for cable replacement and wireless Internet access. Since the medium access control (MAC) scheme of WLANs has a strong influence on network performance, it should be accounted for in WLAN design. This paper presents AP location models that optimize a network performance measure specific for the MAC scheme of WLANs, which represents the efficiency in sharing the wireless medium. For these models, we propose a solution framework based on an effective integer-linear programming Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation. This framework is applicable to any nonlinear covering problem where the objective function is a sum of contributions over the groundset elements (users in WLANs). Extensive computational results show that our solution strategy quickly yields optimal or near-optimal solutions for WLAN design instances of realistic size.
Introduction
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have achieved a tremendous popularity in providing cable replacement and Internet connection to companies, organizations, and public areas. A WLAN consists of a set of Access Points (APs) connected to a wired network. Each AP is able to serve users located within its radio coverage area. APs are cheap, and installation cost is typically not an issue. The focus in WLAN planning is on network performance optimization. Unlike cellular networks, where users obtain a dedicated resource in terms of frequency, time slot, or channelization code, WLAN applies a randomized medium access control (MAC) scheme. As this scheme has a strong influence on network performance, WLAN planning models should account for its behavior.
In this paper we consider a performance measure for AP location that is specific for the MAC protocol of WLANs. The AP location problem amounts to decide, given a set of candidate sites (CSs), where to install APs. Service coverage is defined by site measurements or signal propagation models (Hills and Schlegel 2004, Eisenblätter et al. 2007 ) for a set of test points (TPs). TPs are locations where the presence of a WLAN user device is expected. Throughout the paper we will equivalently refer to "TPs" or "users", whichever is more convenient. A common requirement in WLAN planning is that each TP has to be covered by at least one installed AP. In some cases, however, coverage is not strictly required. If the objective function used for AP location favors networks with good coverage, the covering constraints can then be omitted.
We focus here on single-frequency WLANs. Besides providing a basis for the general case, singlefrequency is relevant for several reasons. Unlike in cellular networks, the small number of frequencies available in WLANs allows for only three mutually non-interfering frequencies (IEEE 802.11 1999) . Their practical availability is further restricted by national regulations, as well as by external interference from other devices operating in the same (license-free) spectrum. Moreover, while the AP locations are rarely modified after network deployment, the frequency assignment has to be occasionally re-optimized to account for changes in the user distribution or in the external interference. In common two-step planning approaches, where AP location is followed by frequency assignment, the conservative use of one frequency in the location phase may avoid unexpected performance degradations when the number of available frequencies decreases. For a frequency assignment approach based on the performance measure considered here, see Bosio and Yuan 2009. The paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of Section 1 we discuss the MAC protocol and related work on WLAN planning. In Section 2 we describe our WLAN design problems, present 0-1 hyperbolic programming formulations, and discuss complexity and approximability issues. In Section 3 we propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation, based on Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation, that is applicable to a quite general class of nonlinear set covering problems. Section 4 describes a solution approach based on this formulation, and reports extensive computational results for our WLAN design problems. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Medium Access Control
WLANs use a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC protocol, based a "listen before talk" approach. A device can start a transmission only after sensing the channel as idle (see the IEEE 802.11 1999 standard series for details). As channel sensing does not completely eliminate collisions, an acknowledgment mechanism is used to certify reception. To discuss transmission scenarios in WLANs we adopt the term interference from cellular networks. However, whereas in cellular networks interference generally leads to lower signal quality, in WLANs it results in transmission blocking due to channel sensing, or in an unsuccessful transmission due to collision.
There are two main types of interference in WLAN. In direct interference two user devices cannot access the medium simultaneously because they are within each other's sensing range. This occurs even if the two devices wish to communicate to different APs, as in the so-called exposed terminal scenario illustrated in Figure 1 (a). Indirect interference involves transmission collision at APs, as in the hidden terminal scenario depicted in Figure 1 (b): Two user devices with no direct interference attempt to transmit to the same AP. Carrier sensing allows them to transmit simultaneously, which results in a collision at the AP and in two unsuccessful transmissions. Indirect interference occurs also if the two user devices communicate with different APs and one user is covered by both APs, see Figure 1 (c). In general, if a user device lies in the coverage area of a set of APs, transmission from the device to its AP prohibits the other APs from being accessed by other user devices. Note that two users can be both direct and indirect interferers to each other, and that users accessing the same AP are always indirect interferers.
The above discussion suggests that the probability of successful transmission of a user is inversely proportional to the number of its direct and indirect interferers. To account for this relation, we consider a network performance measure that extends the one proposed in Amaldi et al. (2004) . The rationale behind this measure, which we refer to as network efficiency, is illustrated by two extreme cases. In the first one, each user accesses a distinct AP without direct interference from other users, while in the second one all users access the same AP, or are all within direct interference. These two cases correspond respectively to the maximum and minimum network efficiency. The applicability of the network efficiency measure is further supported by a recent work on WLAN engineering (Bosio et al. 2007) , where simulation results show that it provides a good estimate of WLAN performance, and that optimizing network efficiency in AP location leads to higher data throughput with respect to other objectives aiming at reducing AP coverage overlap.
Related Work on WLAN planning
Wireless network optimization models are often based on the Set Covering Problem (SCP, see Ceria et al. 1997) or on the Facility Location Problem (FLP, see Labbé and Louveaux 1997) . SCP problems are used for selecting a subset of CSs to install radio antennas so as to cover all the TPs (see e.g. Tutschku 1998). In FLP problems, an explicit assignment of the TPs to the antennas has also to be decided (see e.g. Amaldi et al. 2006) . Early work on WLAN planning (see e.g. Hills 2001 , Prasad 2000 qualitatively investigates the impact of various planning choices on the performance. Some mathematical programming models for WLAN design deal with signal quality without explicitly accounting for interference. Rodrigues et al. (2000) and Mateus et al. (2001) propose an ILP model to maximize the signal quality at the TPs. Kamenetsky and Unbehaun (2002) and Unbehaun and Kamenetsky (2003) present a heuristic aimed at minimizing a convex combination of the average and maximum path loss. Lee et al. (2002) propose a facility location-based model to balance the load among APs. Interference aspects in WLAN planning have been considered in several papers. Prommak et al. (2002) present a constraint satisfaction model to maximize WLAN capacity subject to constraints specifying received power, perceived interference, and achieved data rate at the user locations. The interference constraint used in the model derives from performance considerations in cellular networks. For WLANs, however, the constraint is less appropriate because interference blocks a transmission or makes it fail, rather than degrading the signal quality. Lu et al. (2006) propose to measure the performance of a WLAN cell (the service area of an AP) with a Markovian process. The process, which is embedded into a Tabu search heuristic for WLAN planning, accurately takes into account intra-cell interference but ignores inter-cell interference. An attempt to deal with intercell interference is presented in Ling and Yeung (2006) . The authors propose a model to address the performance impact of overlapping cells operating on the same frequency, and a measure of the total throughput. The resulting optimization problem, which combines AP location and frequency assignment, is very challenging and out of the reach of exact methods. A simple heuristic algorithm is presented and applied to small instances. Eisenblätter et al. (2007) consider an FLP model for AP location that neglects interferences and maximizes user throughput subject to a budget constraint on the number of installed APs. Frequency assignment is addressed by a second model, which resembles cell overlap minimization for channel allocation in cellular networks. An integrated model optimizing a convex combination of the objective functions used in AP location and frequency assignment is also presented. In Siomina and Yuan (2007) , the frequency assignment model is extended to account for AP transmission power, and refined to consider both direct and indirect interference. The optimization models are solved in both references with a standard solver.
The network efficiency considered here extends the measure defined in Amaldi et al. (2004) , where only indirect interference was taken into account, coverage was explicitly required, and the resulting problem was solved by simple greedy heuristics. In this paper we refine the aforementioned measure to account for direct interference, and propose efficient optimization models and methods for finding optimal or near-optimal solutions, both with or without coverage requirements.
Problem definition
Let I be the set of test points (TPs), and J the set of candidate sites (CSs). We denote by I j ⊆ I the subset of TPs that are covered if an AP is installed at CS j, and by J i = {j ∈ J : i ∈ I j } the set of CSs from which TP i can be covered. For simplicity, we assume that the AP devices have fixed transmission power, and comment later on the extension to multiple power levels. A solution to the single-frequency WLAN design problem is a subset S ⊆ J of CSs where APs will be installed. We denote the subset of TPs covered by S by I(S) = ∪ j∈S I j . A solution S is a cover if I(S) = I, and it is a partial cover otherwise.
Given a partial cover S and a user i ∈ I(S), let N i (S) = I(J i ∩ S) \ {i} denote the set of indirect interferers, i.e., the set of users covered by some AP covering also user i, and let N i be a short-hand notation for the set N i (J i ) of all potential indirect interferers of user i. Moreover, given for each user i the set D i of its potential direct interferers, let D i (S) = D i ∩ I(S) denote the set of direct interferers of user i that are active (i.e., covered) in S. Following the discussion in Section 1, user i can successfully transmit if and only if none of the users in N i (S) ∪ D i (S) is transmitting. Assuming uniform traffic and fair access (where the latter is guaranteed by the CSMA/CA protocol), the fraction of transmission time available to a user can be approximated by the reciprocal of the number of its interferers plus 1 (the user itself). This leads to the network efficiency:
Using the AP location variables x j for all j ∈ J (x j = 1 if j ∈ S and 0 otherwise), the interferer variables y ih for all i ∈ I, h ∈ N i (y ih = 1 if h ∈ N i (S) and 0 otherwise), and the coverage variables z i for all i ∈ I (z i = 1 if i ∈ I(S) and 0 otherwise), the Maximum Efficiency Problem (MEP) can be formulated as the following 0-1 hyperbolic sum programming model:
The formulation for the Maximum Efficiency Problem with Complete Coverage (MEP-C) is obtained by substituting each variable z i with a constant value 1, so that contraints (3) become the standard SCP constraints
In Amaldi et al. (2004 Amaldi et al. ( , 2009 ) the network efficiency is approximated by neglecting direct interference. The resulting problems, which we refer to as Approximated Maximum Efficiency Problem (AMEP) and Approximated Maximum Efficiency Problem with Complete Coverage (AMEP-C), are obtained by setting D i = ∅ for all i ∈ I in MEP and MEP-C respectively. The models for all problem variants are summarized in Table 1 . Note that constraints (4), required in MEP due to the presence of z variables in the denominator of (2), are redundant in AMEP. In all models the integrality of the x variables implies the integrality of the y and (when present) of the z ones. Table 1 Model formulations for all variants of MEP. (6), (7), (9) s.t. (3), (5), (6), (7), (8) s.t. (5), (6), (7), (9) Figure 2 Direct versus indirect interference.
The white region contains the indirect interferers Ni(S) of a given TP i ∈ I, and a dashed circle encloses its direct interferers Di. The region containing direct interferers that are not also indirect interferers is emphasized in gray, and can be large in some cases.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , neglecting direct interference may lead to inaccurate results. However, the average impact on optimal solutions is often limited. Moreover, as we will see, MEP turns out to be much more difficult to solve than AMEP. Therefore such an approximation currently remains the only option for large networks. On the contrary, MEP-C is actually easier than AMEP-C, as in the former the users in D i are considered as fixed interferers. We will report results for AMEP-C mainly for the sake of comparison with Amaldi et al. (2004 Amaldi et al. ( , 2009 .
Figure 3
Special case of indirect interference.
Note. Users i and h interfere indirectly only if at least one of them is served by AP j2.
In all the above models, there exists a special case where two users are considered as interferers, although interference actually depends on the choice of serving AP made by each user. Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 3 , and assume that i and h are not within direct interference range. If at least one of i and h is served by AP j 2 , then the two users will be indirect interferers. But if they are served respectively by j 1 and j 3 , then interference does not occur. In this case the network efficiency overestimates the total interference. In order to address such scenarios, one needs to collect additional signal propagation informations, and to make a modeling assumption on how users select their serving APs (e.g. the one with strongest signal). On the other hand, as pointed out in Amaldi et al. (2009) , the impact of these non-interfering cases on the optimal solution and on the optimal value is marginal, indicating that such situations are not frequent.
The network efficiency (1) implicitly assumes peak traffic (all users are active and attempting to access the medium). This is justified by the fact that network performance is typically an issue only under peak traffic. However, the measure can be easily generalized to account for user activity levels, if this information is available, and the ILP model and the solution algorithm presented in this paper can be directly applied. Since in reality user and traffic patterns vary over time, an aggregation of various snapshots of the active users taken at different times is often considered. Snapshot-based planning is a common approach in wireless network optimization (see e.g. Amaldi et al. 2003 and Eisenblätter et al. (2002) for third generation cellular systems design).
Although no coverage level can be a-priori guaranteed in MEP and AMEP, one can typically expect that optimal solutions cover most of the users, as the objective function contribution of an uncovered user is zero. In Section 4.4 we present computational experiments for these models, including results for the straightforward extension requiring a minimum coverage percentage.
As a final remark, all the above problems can be extended to the case in which APs can use one of k possible power levels. This is done by introducing, for each physical location, k CSs with nested covering areas. Due to the network efficiency (1), at most one of these k CSs will be selected.
2.1. Compact MILP reformulations for 0-1 hyperbolic programming 0-1 hyperbolic programming is challenging in general. The unconstrained single-ratio case is NPhard except in some special cases (Hammer and Rudeanu 1968, Hansen et al. 1991) . Unconstrained multiple-ratio 0-1 hyperbolic programming, which is NP-hard even in those special cases, has been tackled with heuristics and an exact method based on decomposition (Hansen et al. 1990 ). Approaches to constrained single-ratio 0-1 hyperbolic problems are described in Stancu-Minasian (1997) , but little is known on multiple-ratio versions.
A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) reformulation approach for multiple-ratio 0-1 hyperbolic problems is discussed in Tawarmalani et al. (2002) . For our WLAN problem MEP, this reformulation technique amounts to substituting each ratio in the objective function (2) with a new continuous variable r i . The value of r i is defined by the bilinear constraint
containing the mixed (continuous-binary) bilinear terms r i z h for h ∈ D i and r i y ih for h ∈ N i \ D i . A standard linearization technique for such terms consists in defining upper and lower envelopes exploiting upper and lower bounds on the continuous variable r i . As proposed in Amaldi et al. (2009) , this can be improved by disjunctive arguments, separately tightening the bounds on the continuous variable r i for each possible value of the binary variable (z h and y ih ). This yields a remarkable reduction in both LP-gap and computing times, as shown in Amaldi et al. (2009) for AMEP-C.
Besides applying bound tightening, in this paper we also consider model reduction by preprocessing techniques. A first simple reduction consists in merging "duplicated users", i.e., users for which e(S, i) = e(S, h) for all S ⊆ J, which happens if i and h are always covered by the same set of APs (J i = J h ) and have the same set of direct interferers (D i = D h ). A more substantial reduction is obtained by merging variables y ih . Given two pairs of users a, b and c, d, it is easy to see that if
We can then replace the variables y ih with a unique variable y T for all pairs i, h for which J i ∩ J h = T . The compact formulation resulting from bound tightening and model reduction will be used in Section 4.4 for comparison purposes.
Complexity issues
We now briefly discuss and extend to our other problems some complexity results for AMEP-C presented in Amaldi et al. (2009) . By adapting the NP-hardness proof for AMEP-C, it can be easily verified that AMEP, MEP-C, and MEP are all NP-hard in the general case. However, WLANs are typically deployed in 2-dimensional (2D) environments, where users and AP locations are points in the plane. In this section we consider for simplicity uniform 2D Euclidean instances, where coverage and direct interference areas are disks with uniform radius ρ, as depicted in Figure 1 . Complexity results for the uniform 2D Euclidean case, which is an ideal case under isotropic radio propagation, can be easily extended to the variable-radius version (APs and TPs having arbitrary coverage and interference ranges) by considering the largest disk radius, and then to the version with arbitrary coverage and interference patterns (the real case of anisotropic radio propagation) by embedding each propagation pattern into a disk.
Since positioning too many APs in a bounded region would result in unacceptable interference levels, we restrict the complexity study to uniform 2D instances in which only covers with bounded AP density are considered, that is, covers for which the number of selected CSs inside any circular region of diameter λρ is bounded by a constant C(λ), with λ > 0. Clearly, negative complexity results for such instances also hold for the general case. As shown by Amaldi et al. (2009) , AMEP-C restricted to uniform 2D Euclidean instances satisfying this property remains NP-hard (see Bosio 2006 for details), but it admits a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS). The NP-hardness proof directly applies to MEP-C, although there seems to be no easy way to extend it to AMEP and MEP, where no explicit coverage is required. On the other hand, the PTAS can be applied to any covering problem whose objective function can be expressed as f (S) = i∈I f i (S ∩ B(i, 2ρ)), where each contribution f i is a nonnegative function of the selected disks having center inside a ball B(i, 2ρ) ⊆ R 2 centered at i and with radius 2ρ. The PTAS directly holds for all our problems, relaxing the coverage requirement whenever appropriate (f i (S) = 0 if i / ∈ I(S)). For AMEP, however, we provide a more efficient PTAS in Appendix A.1. WLAN design is also of interest in 1D environments, such as a railway platform, where users can be represented by points on the line and APs by segments. The polynomial-time algorithm given in Amaldi et al. (2009) for the 1D Euclidean version of AMEP-C can be easily extended to solve the 1D Euclidean version of problems AMEP, MEP-C, and MEP in polynomial time.
An enumerative ILP formulation
In this section we present a tight enumerative ILP formulation of our WLAN problems derived by Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation. As this approach is applicable to a larger class of covering problems, we derive it for the general case, using the set covering notation of groundset elements and covering subsets (TPs and CSs in WLAN terminology), and then apply it to our WLAN problems.
Consider a Groundset-Separable Set Covering Problem (GSSCP), that is an SCP whose objective function can be expressed as f (S) = i∈I f i (S ∩ K i ), where the contribution of the i-th groundset element is a function
The sets K i ⊆ J are given in the input, and depend on the problem structure. For example, in MEP-C we have
By considering the subset selection variables x j for all j ∈ J (x j = 1 if j ∈ S and 0 otherwise), and denoting by {e i j : j ∈ K i } the basis of {0, 1} |K i | for each i ∈ I, the incidence vector of a local solution S ∩ K i can be written as j∈K i x j e i j . Problem GSSCP can then be formulated as follows:
By introducing binary variables χ i ∈ {0, 1} |K i | to represent the local solutions we can write the equivalent formulation
Let us assume without loss of generality that J i ⊆ K i (missing elements can simply be included). Without constraints (11), which ensure consistency among the local-solution variables χ and the cover variables x, GSSCP would decompose into |I| independent nonlinear subproblems, one for each i ∈ I, having as solution space the set X i = {χ i ∈ {0, 1} |K i | : j∈J i χ ij 1} of all feasible local solution vectors of i. To exploit this structure, we apply Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation for integer programming (see e.g. Wolsey 1998) to each set X i .
By denoting P i = {B ⊆ K i : |B ∩ J i | 1} the collection of all local solutions of i, we can write
= j∈B e i j is the incidence vector of a local solution B ∈ P i . By introducing a binary variable w iB for every i ∈ I and B ∈ P i (w iB = 1 if B is the local solution is selected for i, and 0 otherwise), we obtain the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation
The reformulation leads to the equations
where d iB is the coefficient resulting from the evaluation of f i (χ B i ). The second equality in (14) holds because the w variables are binary and their sum equals one. From (13) and (14) we finally obtain the following enumerative ILP reformulation of GSSCP:
The integrality of the w variables clearly implies the integrality of the x ones. This implication also holds in the opposite direction. Assume indeed that for some feasible solution (x, w) with x binary there are two (or more) positive variables w iB 1 , w iB 2 for some i ∈ I. Then there must exist without loss of generality a j ∈ B 1 \ B 2 , and as x j w iB 1 > 0 one gets the contradiction 1 = x j = B∈P i : j∈B w iB < B∈P i : j∈B w iB + w iB 2 B∈P i w iB = 1. GSSCP-E can be extended to problems where coverage is not required in two possible ways. The first approach consists in including, for each i ∈ I, a variable w i∅ representing a situation in which i is not covered (this amounts to including the empty set into P i ). However, as any solution in which w i∅ = 1 but x j = 1 for any j ∈ K i \ J i would violate constraints (17), we also have to relax (17) into B∈P i : j∈B w iB x j and to include the additional constraint B∈P i : j / ∈B w iB 1 − x j for every groundset element i ∈ I and every j ∈ K i \ J i . The second approach consists in introducing one variable w iB for each "local solution" B ⊆ K i \ J i where i is not covered, which is equivalent to removing the condition |B ∩ J i | 1 from the definition of P i .
Application to WLAN design
In the nonlinear covering problems MEP-C and AMEP-C we have f i (S) = 1/|D i ∪ I(S ∩ J i )| and f i (S) = 1/|I(S ∩ J i )| respectively, and hence K i = J i in both problems. In this case, we can refer to a local solution for i as a local cover, since it contains exactly the selected APs covering i (see Figure 4 for examples of local cover). This property also holds for AMEP, where f i (S) = 1/|I(S ∩ J i )| if i ∈ I(S) and 0 otherwise. Note that for AMEP, and more in general for problems having no coverage requirement and satisfying K i = J i , the two aforementioned extensions of GSSCP-E coincide. For MEP, in general K i = J i . As direct interference only occurs between covered users, to evaluate the objective function contribution of a user i in MEP we need to know not only the selected local cover B ⊆ J i , but also which direct interferers in D i \ I(B) are covered. Hence direct interference is a consequence of which APs in K i = J i ∪ h∈D i J h are installed. Due to the size of K i , neither of the two extensions of GSSCP-E is viable. However, in the local solutions of MEP we are actually not interested in which APs cover the direct interferers in D i \ I(B), but simply in whether they are covered. In Section 4.3 we provide an adaptation of GSSCP-E based on this observation that allows to solve MEP to optimality for instances of reasonable size.
Valid cuts
In this section we introduce a class of cuts for GSSCP-E that enforce the global consistency of the local solutions. These cuts are valid regardless of whether or not complete coverage is required. Given two groundset elements i, h ∈ I and a nonempty collection T ⊆ J i ∩ J h of the subsets covering both i and h, the constraint
states that if the local solution chosen for i includes covering subsets from T , then the local solution chosen for h must do the same. For |T | = 1 these constraints are clearly equivalent to (17), and thus only subsets T ⊆ J i ∩ J h with |T | 2 should be considered. In particular, the constraint obtained for T = J i ∩ J h deserves some remarks. Such a constraint states that if the local solution chosen for i covers h, then the local solution chosen for h must cover i, and can be written as
Note that, in the hyperbolic formulations presented in Section 2, this corresponds to the symmetry y ih = y hi of the indirect interference relation. Constraints (19) are at most |I|(|I| − 1)/2, and as shown in Table 2 (Section 3.3) they significantly strengthen the continuous relaxation of GSSCP-E.
In the remainder we denote by GSSCP-T the tightened formulation obtained by including (19) in GSSCP-E for every pair i ∈ I, h ∈ N i with i < h.
Other similar cuts can be derived, all based on the idea that local solutions for i and h have to be coherent on J i ∩ J h or on K i ∩ K h . Note that, in a column generation context, all these cuts have an impact on the objective function of the pricing problem, as they are defined in terms of the w-variables (see Section 4.2). Since w iB = Π j∈B x j Π j∈K i \B (1 − x j ), by performing the necessary products and linearizations it can be verified that all these cuts, and in fact also constraints (17), can be obtained by the Reformulation-Linearization Technique (see e.g. Sherali and Adams 1998).
Preprocessing
The size of GSSCP-E can be reduced by applying some simple dominance rules. Consider two elements i, h ∈ I for which i dominates h (K i ⊇ K h ). If the local solution for i is B ∈ P i , the one for h must be B = B ∩ K h . We can then remove h, increasing each objective function coefficient d iB by d hB . If coverage of h is required, all local solutions B ∈ P i for which B = ∅ must be removed. At the end of the procedure, each non-dominated user i represents a set ∆ i of dominated users. Note that the sets ∆ i are not uniquely defined, as they depend on the order in which the users are considered. For simplicity of notation, we assume in the remainder that i ∈ ∆ i .
If we apply the above reduction to GSSCP-E and then introduce cuts (19), that is, for all pairs of non-dominated users, we obtain a formulation that is weaker than GSSCP-T. A stronger formulation is obtained by applying the reduction directly to GSSCP-T, lifting the cuts corresponding to dominated users (which have been removed) to the local solution variables of their dominants. This is in fact equivalent to applying the preprocessing to GSSCP-E, followed by introducing cuts (18) for every pair of non-dominated users i ∈ I, h ∈ N i , i < h and for every subset T ∈ T ih , where T ih is the collection of all subsets T ⊆ J i ∩ J h such that T = J a ∩ J b for some a ∈ ∆ i and b ∈ ∆ h . A significant further reduction can be obtained by considering the specific structure of our WLAN planning problems, in which there always exists an optimal solution S that is minimal with respect to inclusion (i.e., I(S ) ⊂ I(S) for all S ⊂ S). Non-minimal local solutions can then be removed, as they cannot be part of a global minimal solution. Note that, while the previous reductions are valid in general, this reduction can be applied only if the above inclusion-minimality property holds.
Impact of valid cuts and preprocessing
In this section we present some results showing the impact of valid cuts and preprocessing on the enumerative formulation GSSCP-E. The computational experiments reported here, as well as throughout the paper, are performed on a test set of 2D instances generated with two signal propagation models, depicted in Figure 5 . The first model is ideal isotropic propagation and gives rise to uniform 2D Euclidean instances (cf. Section 2.2), that can be easily reproduced and tested. The second model provides more realistic instances, corresponding to a situation of anisotropic propagation, and is obtained by "slicing" the disk into 12 sectors, each independently down-scaled by a random coefficient. For each propagation model we generated 40 instances, identified by a string "CSs-TPs-density/ID", with CSs ∈ {50, 100}, TPs ∈ {300, 400}, density ∈ {L, H} (approx. 5% and 10% respectively), and ID ∈ {1, . . . , 5}. The instance density, which is the average of the ratio |J i |/|J|, was controlled by changing the disk radius. More details on instance generation and on the above test set are given in Appendix A.3.
Figure 5
Signal propagation models used in the instance generator.
(a) (b)
Note. (a) isotropic propagation. (b) anisotropic propagation. Table 2 reports results for the solution of AMEP-C on a selection of instances with the basic enumerative formulation GSSCP-E, with formulation GSSCP-T, which coincides with GSSCP-E plus cuts (19), and with the formulation obtained after preprocessing, which we denote by GSSCP-P. For each formulation, we report the total number of variables ("Cols") and constraints ("Rows"), the percentage gap between the LP optimum and the IP optimum ("lp-gap"), and the time required to solve the LP relaxation with Cplex 8.1 ("time") on an Athlon XP 2600+ with 512MB RAM, with a time limit of 1 hour. A sign " * " indicates that the gap is zero. The table clearly shows the effectiveness of cuts (19) on the LP gap (formulation GSSCP-T) and the dramatic reduction in size, and consequently in solution time, given by the preprocessing rules (formulation GSSCP-P). Table 2 Comparison among the different enumerative formulations. Comparison among the basic enumerative formulation GSSCP-E, the formulation GSSCP-T obtained by introducing cuts (19), and the formulation GSSCP-P obtained by performing the preprocessing reduction.
GSSCP-E GSSCP-T GSSCP-P
An important remark concerns the time required to generate the formulations, which is not reported in Table 2 . The time required to generate GSSCP-T and GSSCP-E is roughly the same, and depending on the formulation size it can be very high (e.g., 3.7 hours for instance 100-300-H/2). Generating GSSCP-T with a straightforward implementation of the preprocessing reductions would clearly require even more time, as one would need to first generate GSSCP-T and then apply the reduction rules. However, by performing a priori user aggregation and exploiting local solution minimality within the generation scheme (see Section 4.1 for details), GSSCP-P can be generated in significantly less time (24 seconds for the same instance 100-300-H/2).
Solution approaches
Although GSSCP-P can be directly solved for small-to-medium-size WLAN instances, the worstcase exponential number of variables (the overall number of local solutions) makes large-size instances out of reach. A standard technique to deal with such large formulations is column generation. Column generation consists in solving alternately the LP relaxation of a restricted formulation (typically referred to as Restricted Master Linear Problem), in which only some variables are present, and a pricing problem, searching for a positive reduced cost variable to be added to the restricted formulation. If no such variable exists, the restricted formulation and the original one have the same LP optimum, though not necessarily the same integer optimum.
Unfortunately, the pricing problem for GSSCP-P turns out to be too hard to solve to allow for a standard column generation approach, in which the pricing problem has to be solved many times. Our approach to quickly find near-optimal solutions consists in solving a polynomial-size restricted formulation, where an appropriate selection of local solutions Q i ⊆ P i is considered. Upper bounds on the optimum of GSSCP-P are then obtained with a single iteration of column generation.
Restricted formulation
Let P i be the collection of all local solutions for TP i ∈ I in GSSCP-P, and for any subcollection Q i ⊆ P i let θ(Q i ) = min B∈P i \Q i |B| be the minimum cardinality of an excluded local solution, with θ(P i ) = ∞. Given two parameters d, t ∈ N, we define GSSCP-P(d, t) as the restricted version of GSSCP-P having local solution collections Q i ⊆ P i defined as follows. In a first phase, each set Q i is initialized by including all the local solutions B ∈ P i with |B| d. If their overall number is larger than t the procedure is stopped, otherwise in a second phase a TP i with smallest Q i over all TPs for which Q i ⊂ P i is selected, and a few (see below) local solutions B ∈ P i \ Q i with |B| = θ(Q i ) are generated and included into Q i . This is repeated until the limit t is reached or until Q i = P i for all i ∈ I. In the latter case we say that the formulation GSSCP-P(d, t) is complete, as it coincides with GSSCP-P.
This procedure can be efficiently implemented by exploiting local solution minimality within the generation scheme. For each TP i we maintain a list L i of minimal local solutions that have to be expanded successively. The list is initialized by L i = (∅). When a local solution has to be added to Q i in any phase of the above procedure, we remove the local solution B at the head of the list and generate a new local solution B j = B ∪ {j} for each AP j ∈ K i such that j < k for every k ∈ B (so as to avoid duplicates). All the minimal local solutions generated this way are added both to P i and to the tail of L i . If no minimal local solution is generated in considering B, a new element is taken from the head of L i . If at some point L i becomes empty, then Q i = P i .
If there exists an optimal cover S for GSSCP such that |S ∩ K i | < θ(Q i ) for all TPs i ∈ I, then S is feasible and optimal also for GSSCP-P(d, t). Otherwise, the solution provided by GSSCP-P(d, t) is likely to be near optimal for our WLAN problems, as their objective functions penalize coverage overlaps. Note that, if the parameters d, t are too small, GSSCP-P(d, t) can be infeasible.
The Pricing problem
Let π = {π i ∈ R, i ∈ I}, γ = {γ ij , i ∈ I, j ∈ K i }, and λ = {λ T ih ∈ R, i ∈ I, h ∈ N i , i < h, T ∈ T ih } be the dual variables associated respectively with constraints (16), (17) and (18) of GSSCP-P, as defined in Section 3.4. The pricing problem for GSSCP-P decomposes into |I| problems, one for each i ∈ I. Introducing variables y T ih (y T ih = 1 if i and h are both covered by some AP j ∈ T , and 0 otherwise), the pricing problem GSSCP-PP i for a given TP i reads
where λ T ih = 0 if i h. Local solution minimality can be enforced with a straightforward modification, which is omitted for the sake of simplicity. Let (π * , γ * , λ * ) be an optimal dual solution of the LP relaxation of the restricted formulation GSSCP-P(d, t), with objective function value z * . It can be verified (see e.g. Lübbecke and Desrosiers 2005) 
is an upper bound on the LP optimum of GSSCP-P, and hence on the integer optimum of GSSCP. Clearly, we need to solve GSSCP-PP i only for users for which Q i = P i .
As proved in Appendix A.2, GSSCP-PP i is NP-hard even when ∆ i = ∅, which also implies that the pricing problem for GSSCP-T is NP-hard as well. Although it inherits the nonlinearity of GSSCP, problem GSSCP-PP i is smaller and hence easier to solve, as ∆ i typically contains few elements. As is turns out, solving GSSCP-PP i to integer optimality with the MILP reformulation described in Section 2.1 becomes practicable, although not efficient enough to allow for a standard column generation approach, in which pricing has to be routinely performed.
Two-level enumerative ILP formulation and heuristics for MEP
As mentioned in Section 3, in MEP the objective function contribution of a user i depends not only on its local cover (the subset S ∩ J i of installed APs that cover the user), but also on the local cover of its direct interferers, and we have K i = J i ∪ h∈D i J h . Due to the size of K i , even the polynomial-size restricted formulation GSSCP-P(d, t) becomes too large to be directly solved. Therefore, we propose a two-level enumerative formulation, where instead of enumerating local solutions B ⊆ K i we enumerate local covers B ⊆ J i and associated subsets of direct interferers.
Given a local cover B ⊆ J i , let U i (B) = D i \ I(B) denote the set of direct interferers that are not covered by B. Let P i = {B ⊆ J i : |B| 1} denote here the set of all possible local covers for i, and U i (B) = {U ⊆ U i (B)} be the collection of all subsets of U i (B). By introducing a binary variable w iBU for every B ∈ P i and U ∈ U i (B) (w iBU = 1 if B is the local cover selected for i and U are the active direct interferers not covered by B, and 0 otherwise), MEP can be formulated as follows:
Constraints (24) and (25) have the same meaning as (16) and (17) respectively. Constraints (26) state that if a direct interferer h ∈ D i is covered (w h∅ = 0), then it is not possible to select a local cover B ∈ P i and a set U ∈ U i (B) for which h is neither covered by B nor included in U . Note that the inequality relation accounts for the case when none of i and h is covered. The valid cuts (19) can be easily adapted to MEP-E and extended to consider direct interferers:
w hBU i ∈ I, h ∈ N i (27)
Since computational experiments show that constraints (28) increase the formulation size without providing noticeable benefits, only constraints (27) are used.
As with GSSCP-P(d, t), we consider a restricted polynomial-size formulation MEP-E(d, t). First, note that not all the subsets in U i (B) need to be considered. Let H i (B) = ∪ h∈U i (B) J h \ J i be the set of APs that cover some direct interferer in U i (B) but not i itself. Knowing which of these APs are installed allows to determine which direct interferers in U i (B) are covered. Each subset E ⊆ H i (B) of APs induces (not uniquely) a subset U ⊆ U i (B) of interferers, but typically many U ⊆ U i (B) do not correspond to any E ⊆ H i (B). Moreover, we need to consider only subsets E for which E ∪ B is minimal. The generation procedure for MEP-E(d, t) exploits minimality and increasing cardinality in a two-level enumeration scheme, enumerating on the first level the local covers B ⊆ J i and on the second level the corresponding extensions E ⊆ H i (B), which are then mapped (removing duplicates) into interfering sets. Without entering into the details, all pairs (B, E) for which B ∪ E is minimal and |B ∪ E| d are considered, and (if room is available) additional pairs are generated by nondecreasing cardinality until the overall limit t is reached.
As shown in Section 4.4, MEP-E(d, t) allows to tackle small-size instances, but is not viable for large ones. Therefore, we now discuss which MEP variants provide optimal solutions that are good heuristic solutions for MEP. The optimum of MEP-C is clearly a lower bound to the optimum of MEP. Another lower bound is obtained by evaluating optimal solutions of AMEP with the objective function of MEP. The same holds also for AMEP-C, but the resulting bound is dominated by the optimum of MEP-C. Consider then the following problem:
where G i = {h ∈ I : J h ⊆ J i } is the set of TPs covered only by the APs in J i . It is easy to see that in MEP-G we have K i = J i , as in (29) the TPs in D i \ G i are considered as fixed direct interferers, while knowing the selected local cover B ⊆ J i allows to decide which TPs in D i ∩ G i are active. It is also easy to see that MEP-G dominates MEP-C. Indeed, MEP-G is a relaxation of MEP-C, as the latter is obtained by simply setting z i = 1, and when evaluated with the objective function of MEP the value of an optimal solution of MEP-G may increase, while for MEP-C it does not change. As no theoretical dominance relation exists between AMEP and MEP-G, both their optimal solutions will be considered as heuristic solutions for MEP.
Computational results
In this section we present computational results for the approaches discussed in the previous sections on the WLAN design instances presented in Section 3.4. In Table 3 we provide results for problems AMEP, AMEP-C, and MEP-C. Results for MEP are separately reported in Table 4 . All the formulations are solved with Cplex 8.1 on an Athlon XP 2600+ with 512MB RAM. gap : gap between the best lower and upper bounds found × : complete formulation, with nonzero LP gap in parenthesis * : gap equal to zero − : time limit exceeded Table 3 presents results for the largest instances obtained with the standard MILP linearization described in Section 2.1, in which bound tightening and model reduction have been applied, and the restricted Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation GSSCP-P(d, t), with d = 4 and t = 350000. Formulation GSSCP-P(d, t) is solved first to LP optimality (to obtain a dual optimal solution) and then to IP optimality. Next, the pricing problem is solved, and the upper bound is evaluated. For each formulation we report in the column "gap" the percentage gap between the best lower and upper bounds found within the time limit of 1 hour, and in the column "time" the overall solution time (see Table A .2 in Appendix A.3 for the time required by each step). We indicate with a sign "×" that GSSCP-P(d, t) is complete (equivalent to GSSCP-P). In this case the actual gap provided by the algorithm is zero, and we report in parenthesis the LP gap (if larger than zero). Column "cov" reports the percentage of TPs covered in an optimal solution of AMEP. Table entries "avg" and "std" show the average value and standard deviation of the gap and, for MEP-U, of the coverage percentage. Table 3 shows a remarkable improvement of GSSCP-P(d, t) over the MILP formulation. Optimality can be proved with the MILP formulation only for some of the smallest instances for problems MEP-C and AMEP-C, and for no instance for AMEP. Whenever the MILP formulation can be solved to integer optimality within the time limit, GSSCP-P(d, t) turns out to be complete, and is solved in a few seconds. Many instances for which the MILP formulation cannot be solved to optimality can be solved with GSSCP-P(d, t). For 93 instances the formulation is complete (and hence optimal), and for two more instances the percentage gap is zero. When none of the two formulation is solved to optimality, the percentage gaps obtained with GSSCP-P(d, t) are by far smaller than those provided by the MILP formulation. This is even more evident for problem AMEP, for which the MILP formulation is much less effective due to the additional variables and constraints required to take into account user coverage.
The applicability of our approach to WLAN design is clearly demonstrated by the size of instances for which GSSCP-P(d, t) provides optimal or near-optimal solutions. Its limits can be seen on the largest anisotropic instance class 100-400-H, where for many instances the formulation GSSCP-P(d, t) is too large and Cplex stops due to an excessive memory usage. It is worth noting that for these instances most of the computing time is spent on solving the LP relaxation (see Table A .2 in Appendix A.3). The LP relaxation is solved by dual simplex, with the default solver parameter settings. We have also tried the other LP solvers in Cplex (primal simplex and barrier), but for these instances dual simplex turns out to be the best option. Table 4 reports computational results for problem MEP, comparing the standard MILP linearization (see Section 2.1), the enumerative formulation MEP-E(d, t) with d = 4 and t = 200000, and the optimal solutions of AMEP and MEP-G. The latter are re-evaluated with the objective function of MEP. As MEP turns out to be much harder to solve than the other WLAN problems, the results are reported only for isotropic instances with 50 APs. For each formulation we report the objective function value of the best solution found within the time limit of 1 hour and the computing time. A sign "×" indicates that MEP-E(d, t) is complete (equivalent to MEP-E).
MEP-E(d, t) clearly outperforms the MILP linearization both in terms of solution quality and computing time. Only one instance can be solved within the time limit with the MILP formulation, and the lower bound provided for the other becomes weak as instance density or size increases. On the contrary, MEP-E(d, t) can be solved to integer optimality for all but two instances: 050-300-H/5, due to the time limit, and 050-400-H/5, because the formulation is not complete.
As for the heuristic solutions, there is no empirical dominance relation between AMEP and MEP-G when they are used to approximate MEP. Each of them provides better solutions than the other for roughly half of the instances. The best solution among AMEP and MEP-G provides an average gap of 1.75% with respect to the best known solution, with standard deviation 1.10. The time needed to obtain these results, however, is far lower than that required to solve MEP-E(d, t), and these approaches remain the only choice for larger instances. Table 5 Results for the inclusion of a partial coverage requirement in AMEP. In Table 5 we report computational results for the variant of AMEP in which a minimal coverage percentage β is required. This formulation is obtained by including in GSSCP-P(d, t) the constraint i∈I B∈P i c iB w iB β|I|, where c iB = |I(B) ∩ ∆ i | accounts for the dominated users. According to Table 5 , the time required to solve this problem is always higher than that required to solve AMEP, although sometimes lower than that required to solve AMEP-C. The highest computing times are observed for values of β close to the average of the coverage given by AMEP and the complete coverage. The problem variant in which coverage is required for a specific subset of TPs can be simply obtained by removing some local covers from AMEP. As doing so does not have any significant impact on solution time, we do not report results of this case.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we investigated the problem of designing WLANs with maximum network efficiency. We considered 0-1 hyperbolic set covering formulations accounting for relevant protocol and planning features such as direct interference and partial coverage of the service area. To find a trade-off between model accuracy and computational tractability, we also considered variants in which the network efficiency is approximated by neglecting direct interference.
We proposed a Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation-based solution approach that is applicable to covering problems whose objective function is a sum of nonlinear contributions over the groundset elements. The approach is extremely efficient for solving the problem version in which complete coverage is required as well as the variants with approximated network efficiency. By applying instance reduction rules and strengthening the formulation with appropriate valid cuts, the approach yields optimal solutions for most of the considered instances, and very small percentage gaps for the remaining ones. The design problem MEP, that accounts for direct interference and allows for partial coverage, is the most challenging one. Since the above reformulation is not viable for MEP, due to the large number of covering sets that have to be considered in evaluating each objective function contribution, we proposed a two-level enumerative ILP reformulation that provides promising results for instances of up to moderate size. For large size instances, the approximated problem versions yield for MEP good quality heuristic solutions, and remain the best option.
The network efficiency and the solution approach presented here can be easily extended to account for the data rate experienced by the users, which in WLANs depends on the signal quality of the AP to which each user communicates (rate adaptation). The most common AP selection rule used in practice is the best-signal AP, but any selection rule based on local information can be considered. Note that the reduction based on minimality described in Section 3.3 cannot be applied to this case, as the inclusion-minimality property is no longer guaranteed.
Future work includes the investigation of extensions to multiple-frequency WLAN design and the application of our approach to other nonlinear problems that admit a GSSCP formulation. 
Complexity proofs and additional information
We provide here the complexity proofs for the PTAS of AMEP and the NP-hardness of the pricing problem GSSCP-PP i , and give additional information on the instance generation procedure.
A.1. Polynomial-time approximation scheme for AMEP Let us recall that, in a uniform 2D Euclidean instance, coverage areas are disks with uniform radius ρ. Given such an instance, we say that a cover has bounded AP density if the number of installed APs inside any circular region of diameter λρ is bounded by a constant C(λ).
Proposition A.1. When restricted to uniform 2D Euclidean instances in which only covers with bounded AP density are considered, AMEP admits a PTAS.
Proof. We prove Proposition A.1 for any objective function f (S) that can be written as a f (S) = i∈I f i (S ∩ B(i, ρ)), where each contribution only depends on the selected CSs contained in a ball of radius ρ centered in i. We also require the f i to be monotonic with respect to subset inclusion, i.e., f i (A) f i (B) for all B ⊆ A, B = ∅. Note that we do not impose non-negativity. It is easy to verify that the objective function of AMEP satisfies the above properties. Indeed, in AMEP we have f i (S) = 1/|I(S ∩ J i )| if i ∈ I(S) and 0 otherwise, which is clearly monotonic, and the distance between i and each CS j ∈ J i is by definition smaller than ρ.
The result is based on the shifting lemma (see e.g. Hochbaum and Maass 1985) . Given an integer l 3 and a uniform 2D Euclidean instance, the algorithm partitions its bounding box (the smallest rectangle containing all TPs and CSs) with a grid of mesh size lρ, where ρ is the disk radius. Shifting horizontally and vertically the grid by multiples of ρ, l 2 different partitions P k are obtained, with k ∈ K = {0, . . . , l 2 − 1} (see Figure A .1(a) for an example). For each partition P k , the local solutions found for each lρ × lρ block of the partition are merged to obtain a global partition solution ALG k . The solution ALG returned by the algorithm is the best among all the partition solutions.
The reduced instance for a single lρ × lρ block (see Figure A .1(b)) is obtained by removing all users and CSs that lie outside the block, as well as all the CSs contained in the border of width ρ inside the block. Due to the bounded AP density property, an optimal solution for this reduced instance can be found by enumeration in polynomial time in |I| and |J|, and exponential time in C(λ) for some λ = λ(l). Due to the border removal, the objective function value of the global solution ALG k is simply the sum of the objective function values of the local solutions of the blocks of partition P k .
Let OP T be an optimal solution, and OP T k be the solution obtained by removing from OP T all the CSs that belong to some border in the partition P k . It is easy to see that
Given an arbitrary solution S ⊆ J, we evenly distribute the objective function contribution of each user over its covering APs by defining the coefficients w(S, j)
We can now bound the loss obtained by removing some CSs from a given solution.
Claim A.1. For any arbitrary S ⊆ J and R ⊆ S, f (S) − f (R) j∈S\R w(S, j). Applying (A.1), proving Claim A.1 amounts to prove that j∈R w(S, j) j∈R w(R, j), which follows from the monotonicity of the f i . By summing the loss over all the partitions and applying Claim A.1 we obtain
Since each AP j ∈ OP T is removed exactly in 4l − 4 partitions (those where it falls inside one of the 4l − 4 border squares), we have that
The average loss is greater than f (OP T ) − f (ALG), and hence is at most
It is worth pointing out that, while the PTAS given in Amaldi et al. (2009) uses a grid with mesh size 2ρ, the above PTAS for AMEP is based on a grid with mesh size ρ. For any given approximation guarantee (value of the parameter l), the local instances solved by enumeration in the second PTAS are thus four times smaller. Under the reasonable assumption that the bounding constant C(λ) grows linearly in the area of the circular region considered, the required computing time is the 4-th root of that needed with the first PTAS. In spite of this improvement, the geometrical enumerative search remains unpractical for large values of the parameter l.
A.2. Complexity of the pricing problem GSSCP-PP i Proposition A.2. Consider a given TP i ∈ I. If the objective function contribution f i is bounded, then the pricing problem GSSCP-PP i (π, γ, λ) is NP-hard, even if ∆ i = ∅ (i.e., TP i does not dominate any other TP).
Proof. Let us first remark that if f i is well defined (i.e., f i (B) is finite for each local solution B ∈ P i ) then it is bounded, as P i is finite. In problems AMEP-C, MEP-C, and AMEP we have indeed 0 f i (B) 1 for every B ∈ P i . We prove that GSSCP-PP i is NP-hard by polynomial-time iii reduction from the minimum cardinality Set Covering Problem (SCP). Given a covering instance, defined by a groundset I and a collection J = {I j } j∈J of its subsets, in SCP one looks for a cover of minimum cardinality. Let us recall that a cover is a subset S ⊆ J for which ∪ j∈S I j = I.
Let us consider a covering instance (Ĩ,J ) for whichĨ / ∈J , as otherwise the problem is trivial, and for which there is no h, k ∈Ĩ for whichJ h ⊆ J k , as otherwise h can be safely removed. Note that this implies that there is no h for which h ∈Ĩ j for every j ∈J. Given the covering instance (Ĩ,J ), we define an instance (I, J ) of GSSCP (which is also a covering instance) as follows. We define the groundset as I =Ĩ ∪ {i}, where i is a new element with index greater than any h ∈Ĩ. The collection J is then defined by creating, for each j ∈J, a subset I j ⊆ I with I j =Ĩ j ∪ {i}, and introducing in the collection the subsetĨ, which we assumed was not contained inJ.
Element i clearly does not dominate any other element, as the covering setĨ ∈ J contains every element but i. On the other side, no element h ∈Ĩ can dominate i, otherwise it would be covered by all the subsets inJ . Therefore, there is no dominance relation in the instance, so that no preprocessing can be performed. As a consequence, i will belong to the formulation GSSCP-P, and we can consider the pricing problem GSSCP-PP i . It is also easy to see that N i =Ĩ, J i =J, and that for every h ∈ N i the collection T ih contains as unique element the intersection {J i ∩ J h }.
We do not assume K i = J i , and we make no assumptions on f i , apart from its boundedness. Let therefore l, u be lower and upper bounds on f i , and let > 0 be a small positive constant. We define the objective function coefficients of (20) (see Section 4.2 in the article) as follows. We set π i = l, γ ij = (u − l + ) for every j ∈ J i , and π i = 0 for all j ∈ K i \ J i (if any). Then we set λ hi = −(u − l + )(|J i | + 1) for every h ∈ N i . Note that λ ih = 0 for all h ∈ N i , because i > h by construction. Any solution with y ih = 1 for every h ∈ N i has objective function value at least l + (u − l + )(|J i | + 1)|N i | − (u − l + )|J i | − l, while any solution with y ih = 0 for at least one h has objective function at most u + (u − l + )(|J i | + 1)(|N i | − 1) − l = (u − l + )(|J i | + 1)|N i | − (u − l + )|J i | − .
Thus, any optimal solution (χ * i , y * i ) of GSSCP-PP i must be such that y * ih = 1 for every h ∈ N i . As a consequence, due to constraints (21) we have that S * = {j ∈ J i : χ * ij = 1} is a cover for N i =Ĩ. Let g(S) = f i (S) − |S|(u − l + ) − l denote the objective function (20) for an arbitrary cover S of I (neglecting the contribution of the y variables, that is identical for all covers). Exploiting upper and lower bounds on f i we have l − |S|(u − l + ) − l u − |S|(u − l + ) − l < −(|S| − 1)(u − l + ). This implies that it is possible to determine whether a cover S 1 has a smaller cardinality than another cover S 2 by checking the values g(S 1 ) and g(S 2 ). Therefore, any optimal solution (χ * i , y * i ) of GSSCP-PP i provides a minimum cardinality cover S * forĨ.
A.3. Instance generator
The input parameters for the generation of an instance are the number of TPs and APs, the signal propagation model (isotropic or anisotropic), the radius, and the minimum distance among APs. The instances are generated in a (discretized) squared region of unit size as follows. First the APs are randomly placed, respecting the minimum distance. Then the TPs are randomly placed. To prevent trivial reductions, TPs are placed only in regions that are covered by at least two APs. In a last step, the APs that do not cover any TP are removed and randomly placed so as to cover at least one TP (still respecting the minimum distance among APs). A TP is covered by an AP if the former falls within the coverage pattern of the latter. Similarly, two TPs are direct interferers if they fall within the respective patterns of each other. As in practice the patterns could be expected to be similar for close stations, the instances generated 
